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Chapter 1759 God-like woman

After Su Yongcun said this, the faces of the men at the scene turned red!

Deceiving too much!

Groups with closed scenes often have a common problem.

The distinction between high and low is clear.

On the side of the Cold Boat Race, men have always been superior to women.
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Men control the voice of this group.

When is a woman’s turn to speak?

Now, this Su Hongxiu is crazy, and even wants to participate in the extradition of
Jiangshan as a daughter, that’s fine.

Has even Su Yongcun started to go crazy?
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He even treats all the boys as matchmakers, and lets Su Hongxiu and a group of
girls choose!

This is not what a great shame!

Everyone looked at Su Changsheng, wanting Su Changsheng to say something
fair.

However, Su Changsheng seemed to be really asleep, leaning on the chair with
his head in one hand, without saying a word.
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On the contrary, the old man Qingfeng laughed, “Interesting, interesting. This is
the most interesting Caixiu Erlang Festival that my old man has ever attended. If
every Caixiu Erlang Festival is so interesting, I will live a long life. Thousands of
years old, come and join in the heat.”

The implication is already very obvious.

Elder Qingfeng supported Su Yongcun’s decision.

Old Man Qingfeng also has a very high status among the Hanzhou people. Now
that he has said so, the people at the scene are not afraid to post it casually.

And Su Lanbo laughed in anger, “Okay! Okay! That’s it! I want to see what
happens if a girl wants to turn her hands over the clouds and cover her hands into
rain! I, Su Lanbo, put my words here. , Su Hongxiu, if you can’t defeat my ninety
spiritual qi, ho ho, tonight I will make you cry and go to the Paradise of Elysium!
This is a punishment for your arrogance and disrespect for me!”
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Faced with such a provocation, even a personal insult, Su Hongxiu smiled slightly,
“Then take a look.”

Saying that, she was already standing in front of the Jiangshan Prayer Seal.

Everyone in the audience fell silent, watching what kind of shit Su Hongxiu would
make.

“Wiliam, what’s wrong with Sister Hongxiu? Can she do it?” Bai Fengxue also
asked Wiliam nervously.

Wiliam smiled and said, “Since this is the path she chose, let her go. Whatever the
consequences, she will be responsible for herself. This is responsible for the
ethnic group, and she is also responsible for herself.”

As soon as he finished speaking, Bai Fengxue secretly pinched him, “What
nonsense!”

Wiliam smiled bitterly, what could he say.

She knew that Su Hongxiu deviated from the classics, and she had a kind of
Xiaoyansen who stood outside the bureau and watched the bureau.

But it never occurred to me that this woman had the words “indomitable”
engraved in her bones.

The idea of   her rivalry with the man, or the obsession, was so deep.



Only one step at a time.

However, when Wiliam said this, he had already thought of a solution in his heart.

If Su Hongxiu didn’t have more than 90 spiritual qi of Su Lanbo, then Wiliam
would have a way to help Su Hongxiu in a normal way and let her get rid of the
fate of pity.

Su Hongxiu took a deep breath and bowed slightly towards Jiangshan Prayer
Seal.

Then, she made a move!

“boom!”

The Jiangshan prayer seal was actually under the eyes of everyone, and it was a
shock!

This shock, in the eyes of everyone, is like the sky is collapsing!

Even if it was Su Lanbo just now, he couldn’t make Jiangshan’s prayers print any
turbulence!

This Su Hongxiu!

A female stream!

it turns out!

In the next scene, everyone was even more stunned!

I saw that after the Jiangshan prayer was printed, dozens of blue and green auras
burst out all of a sudden!

Dozens!

Everyone was horrified to Su Hongxiu!

this woman!

why!

Before Su Lanbo’s first shot, only ten spiritual qi overflowed.

Su Hongxiu is now like a goddess, and she actually drives dozens of spiritual
energy at once!

This is impossible!



Su Lanbo’s face turned into a pig’s liver color!

He stared blankly at Su Hongxiu, his face seemed to be slapped by a thousand
slaps!

“Who else!”

This sentence is still echoing in his mind!

And Su Hongxiu!

For a time, Su Lanbo wanted to slap himself!

Why were you so arrogant just now!

If it’s not so arrogant, don’t emphasize who else is.

Will Su Hongxiu jump out?

This is so special!

Su Hongxiu seemed to be too lazy to talk nonsense, without so many bells and
whistles.

Those dozens of blue and green energy were injected into the transparent
square seal fiercely.

In the blink of an eye, the transparent Sifang Seal became green and translucent.

And this is just Su Hongxiu’s first shot.

There was a faster number of people just now, and there were thirty auras in the
sky.

what’s next!

Su Hongxiu did not disappoint.

She waved her hand again, and another 30 spiritual energy rushed out from the
Jiangshan Prayer Seal and injected directly into the Sifang Seal.

Such a program, Su Hongxiu directly continued five times!

That is to say, a total of 150 spiritual qi were pulled out by Su Hongxiu!

Her results have instantly crushed Su Lanbo!

All the people looked at Su Hongxiu stupidly, not knowing what to say.



Dare you say a girl?

Dare to despise Su Hongxiu?

The most talented young man who can crush the Cold Boat in an instant!

Su Hongxiu’s achievements have reached a terrifying level!

And such a talented person, whether he is male or female!

He is definitely the unprecedented Venerable of the Cold Boat!

Even Su Changsheng, who had been sleeping, narrowed his eyes slightly.

There was a gleam in his eyes.

Su Hongxiu was dripping with sweat after pulling out one hundred and fifty auras
in a row.

However, she still did not give up.

She waved her hands and pulled out thirty more auras!

This time, she stopped.

One hundred and eighty auras!

It is more than twice that of Su Lanbo!

Su Lanbo’s miraculous performance is a miracle in the eyes of everyone.

Now what about Su Hongxiu’s!

Above the miracle, what else is there!

Su Hongxiu was so tired that she could barely stand on the ground.

Behind her, Su Yongcun, the eight-footed man, burst into tears!

This is his daughter!

Either perfection or destruction!

It’s not light, it’s dust!

Now, Su Hongxiu has done it with her own performance!



She has done it one in a million!

She did it brilliantly!

In the eyes of everyone, she proved one thing with absolute strength!

Who says women are inferior to men!

Thousands of years of old thinking of the cold boaters, I am afraid that it will be
smashed by Su Hongxiu!

his daughter! Su Hongxiu!

He can be called the changer of the cold boaters for thousands of years or even
10,000 years!

Su Yongcun is too lazy to repeat his daughter’s godlike performance to everyone!

Because everyone’s face has already said everything!

Now, he has only one thought!

Sigh fiercely!

Su Yongcun stood up, pointed at everyone present, and shouted loudly, “Su
Hongxiu! The man present, it’s your choice!”

“Whoever refuses, I will kill him!”

“You deserve it all!”
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